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Program 13th June

Ana Miranda, Karen Koch
Welcome 9:45

Prof. Dr. Nikita Dhawan
Affirmative Sabotage of the Master’s Tools 10:00
Comment: Prof. Dr. Alvin Franke
Chair: Lilja Walliser

Jun. Prof. Dr. Marina Martínez Mateo
The Economy of Love: Reproduction and ’Vermögen’ in Hegel’s Family 11:15
Chair: Franz Heiligendorff

Lunch 12:15

Dr. Ana María Miranda Mora
Love and Law: The Paradox of Marriage 13:45
Chair: Karen Koch

Prof. Dr. Jamila Mascat
A Labor of Love. Hegel on Social Reproduction 15:00
Chair: Esther Neuhann

Dr. Giovanna Luciano
Chair: Karen Koch

Prof. Dr. Dina Emundts
The Gendered Map of Private and Public Space (in Hegel) 17:30
Chair: Ana Miranda

Dinner 19:00
PROF. DR. ANDREJA NOVAKOVICH

10:00 Antigone’s Discovery of Singular Individuality
Chair: Friederike Allner

MA LEÓN ANTONIO HEIM

11:15 The Notion of a Self-Conscious Genus Process
Chair: Karen Koch

12:15 Lunch
13:45

DR. MARIANA TEIXEIRA

13:45 From Kojève to Hegel: Simone de Beauvoir on the Dualism between Nature and Spirit
Chair: Daniel James

MA SILVIA LOCATELLI

15:00 The Concept of Sexual Difference in Hegel’s System
Chair: Shamoni Sarkar

PROF. DR. KAREN NG

16:15 What is the Gattungsprozess? Individual and Social Reproduction in Hegel
Chair: Elena Tripaldi

DR. KAREN KOCH

17:30 Difference, Diversity, and Opposition. Hegel’s Take on Sexual Difference in the Science of Logic
Chair: Ana Miranda

HEGEL ON KINSHIP AND REPRODUCTION

Program 14th June